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Clemson Connect makes
freshman jump through
hoops.

Former Lady Tiger star
looks to bring back
'Golden Age'as head
coach.
see page C3
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University welcomes families

Sports

Festivities draw thousands to partake in football game and informational sessions.

Game up,
strokes down
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT
STAFF WRITER

The Walker Golf Course isn't a
far drive from campus, and it's not
uncommon to see students, faculty
and staff teeing off on the par-four
second hole as you drive down
Cherry Road. When you turn into
the main entrance of the facility,
a wide-open driving range greets
you on your right-hand side with
the pristinely-kept putting green
overlooking it.
Once you reach the rather
unassuming clubhouse just past a
small gazebo where you can pick up
your range balls, you'll notice a sign
on one of the doors that says: "For
Clemson golf team only." Inside that
room, there are countless plaques,
scorecards, scoreboards, trophies
and pictures covering every square
inch of the white walls. Several
couches and a couple of old chairs
fill in the floor space with the
occasional golf bag lying around.

TEDDY KULMALA

There will also be a brunch in Littlejohn
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. on Sunday, which will
cost $8 per person.
Guill said he'll be encouraging parents to
get more involved with the Parents Council,
which he said any parent of a Clemson
student is already part of by default. However,
the parent advisory board — "the workers"
of the Parents Council - is in need of more
volunteers.
These parents help plan the family
weekend festivities and also house families
for orientation. They also act as Clemson
spokespersons for their part of the state or
country.
"Clemson can't send a representative to
every high school in the country," he said.
"But a parent can go... to their child's high
school guidance counselor and say, 'If you
have any students interested in going to
Clemson, here's my name and number.'"
Guill said parents and families who wish
to participate in this weekend's festivities but
haven't registered are still able to. Walk-up
registration will be held from 1 p.m. — 6 p.m.
Friday in the lobby of the Hendrix Student
Center and noon to 2:00 p.m. Saturday at
the tunnel entrance of Littlejohn. "It's not like
you can't come, but you wouldn't know they're
going on if you didn't register. We would
never tell a parent you couldn't do anything.
You just wouldn't know about it."

NEWS EDITOR

This weekend, more than 700 families are
registered to take part in the annual Family
Weekend festivities.
Russ Guill, a coordinator for the events,
said this equates to approximately 2,000
people. "I realize there will be a lot more
that will actually come," he said. "We know
a lot will be coming because they already
have season tickets. They may just not have
registered."
Guill said the weekend includes much
more than the football game Saturday. People
who have already registered will receive "a fun
bag" on Friday with information about the
weekend, including maps of campus, shakers
for the game and informational pieces about
the university.
Friday afternoon, registered participants
partake in a variety of workshops and
seminars, including Clemson history, the
career center, CU-ICAR and sustainability.
Then, parents are invited to a reception at
their student's respective college where they
can have refreshments and meet the deans
and professors.
Saturday, families are invited to attend
a pre-game tailgate in Littlejolin Coliseum
from noon to 3 p.m., which will cost $10
per person.

More than 700 families are registered to participate in Family
Weekend, but even more are expected to show up.

see GOLF page C4
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ePortfolio competencies cut

Band returns
downtown

Faculty held summer meeting, slashed requirements from 19 to eight.

KATE RIPLEY

KELLEY NEWMAN

TIMEOUT EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

The soulful indie rock band,
Simplified, returns to Clemson to
perform at 356 tonight at 11 p.m.
Simplified, a four-person band
made up of Clee Laster, Chris
Sheridan, Chris Lynch and Justin
Presley, are based in Charlotte,
N.C. Started in 2004, the band's
sound is a combination of ska, folk
and rock.
Although the members have a
relatively wide range of tastes in
music, they compare their style
to musicians such as Sublime,
O.A.R., Ben Harper, Bob Marley
and Santana.
The band began as a collaboration
between Laster and Sheridan before
the band officially started. "Clee
and I organized an open mic back
in the spring of 2002," Sheridan
said. "Immediately we felt a musical
connection and started writing a
lot of material together. Over the
next two years we would jam with
several different musicians. In a
way, we were using these open mics
as a platform to find a bassist and a
drummer."
see SIMPLIFIED page D4
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A group of Clemson faculty has
concluded that the 19 ePortfolio
competencies
students
have
previously been required to meet
in order to fulfill the ePortfolio
requirement have been reduced to
eight.
Faculty members came to
Clemson over the summer to
evaluate a sample of student work
from the ePortfolio.
"We want to learn about
general education and students'
understanding
of our core
competencies," Dr. Gail Ring,
director of the ePortfolio program,
said.
"We reduced the number of
competencies from 19 to eight
in an attempt to create a more
manageable curriculum from both
a student and faculty perspective."
According to Ring, most of
the core competencies are the
same as before, but as opposed to
requiring multiple courses under
each competency, there will only
be one.
For example, general education
requirements include: Art and

w

Humanities,
Cross-Cultural
Awareness, Ethical Judgment, Social
Science, Mathematics, Natural
Science, Science and Technology in
Society and Critical Thinking.
One of the big differences is that
the Writing and Communication
requirements no longer exist, but the
ability to communicate effectively
should be shown through the
various pieces of evidence gathered
for the other competencies.
Unsurprisingly,
the word
"ePortfolio" tends to stir up mixed
feelings among students on campus.
"I think ePortfolio is a waste of
time, but I understand the point is
to make our education diversified
and not just major-intensive,"
Amanda Drower, a sophomore in
financial management, said.
Senior economics major Geoff
Gottbrecht feels similarly. "I
think at face value it seems like an
additional nuisance to something
already required, but in reality it
serves as the best way for students
to fulfill their accreditation
requirement," he said.
According to Ring, ePortfolio
is a program unique to Clemson
that demonstrates a student's
understanding and mastery of
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core competencies. Like most
universities, Clemson has a set of
general education requirements
every
undergraduate
student
is required to complete before
graduation. Clemson implemented
the ePortfolio program in 2006
in order to provide evidence these
competencies are met.
With regards to the utility of
the ePortfolio outside of Clemson's
requirements for graduation, it's
simply a matter of opinion.
Ring said that after graduation,
students can keep their portfolios
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for future employers and work
experience, and many businesses
see ePortfolio as something that
sets Clemson graduates' resumes
apart from the rest of the stack.
It's a great place to store all things
career-related, very similar to
how Facebook works for social
networking.
For more information on
getting started on your ePortfolio,
visit http://www.clemson.edu/ugs/
eportfolio or stop in the Studio for
Student Communication on the
first floor of Daniel Hall.
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Oscar winner teaches
at Clemson
Academy Award winner takes over digital arts production.

Tessendorf created waves on "Titanic" and is now in Clemson's
digital visual effects department.

Greek rush
examined
Trustees consider spring rush period.

TRACI WASHINGTON

TEDDY KULMALA

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

NEWS EDITOR

If you are looking for an Academy
Award winner, you could probably
find one in Hollywood, New York, Los
Angeles... or Clemson. Clemson is die
new home for Dr. Jerry Tessendorf, a
2008 Oscar winner.
Prior to his move to Clemson, Dr.
Tessendorf worked for Rhythm and
Hues Studios in Los Angeles.
As a principal graphic scientist, he
wrote and developed software for visual
effects in movies.
Dr. Tessendorf has written software
for "Titaniq" "The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe;"
"Superman Returns;" "The Golden
Compass" and the "X-Men" series.
His top three favorites were "Titanic,"
"X-Men 2" and a recent movie called
"The A-Team," which features stars Liam
Nelson, Bradley Cooper and Jessica Biel.
In "Titanic," he wrote the visual effects
software for the ocean, and in "The
A-Team" he wrote the software for an
action scene in the clouds.
According to Dr. Tessendorf's
website, he and three others received
the Academy Award in 2008 "for the
development of the system of fluid
dynamics tools at Rhythm and Hues.
This system allows artists to create more
realistic animation of liquids and gasses
using novel simulation techniques for
accuracy and speed."
After about 15 years of movies and
see OSCAR page A5

Due to an apparent academic
underperformance by some Greek
organizations, the Board of Trustees
is proposing the fall rush period be
moved to the spring semester.
Undergraduate student body
president Ryan Duane, a member
of Beta Theta Pi, said the trustees
want to give incoming freshmen
"more time to get acclimated to
college, time to get their grades up,
get them high, make friends [and]
not be affiliated with a fraternity
or sorority."
Duane said a similar decision
has been made at other schools,
including Wake Forest University
and Washington and Lee University,
adding that he received an e-mail

from the Vice President of Student
Affairs at Washington and Lee.
"She said she thinks it just
extenuated the rush process," he
said. "Some freshmen are scoring
several fraternities instead of getting
that one connection to one fraternity
or sorority... She wished she was
there when they made that decision,
because she doesn't think it worked
out the best for them."
Duane said these schools haven't
seen a positive or negative change
in Greek academics. According to
Suzanne Pickens, president of the
Panhellenic council, sororities will
also have to move their rush period
to the spring.
Pickens said sororities are
performing very well academically,
see RUSH page A4

The fraternity quad may be emptier next fall if the Board of Trustees succeeds
in moving the rush period to spring semester.
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By Jon Unsworth, Dietary Specialist for Clemson Dining Services
There are three words that can resonate with almost every first semester freshman coming to live on campus The Freshman Fifteen'
The anxiety that can be associated with those words is evident when the plirase "Freshman Fifteen" is Googlcd and over 169 000
websites containing information related to those phrases is found. This has increased by about 7000 websites from a similar search
back in late 2007.
The term "Freshman 15" originated in the late-80's. when a popular teen magazine first coined the now household phrase
Since then, there have been many articles published about the subject. According to a studv published in 2008
in the Health Information and Libraries Journal, over 300 articles were found that mentioned the "Freshman
Fifteen" or freshman weight gain.
The ironic part of this is that with all the information about gaining 15 pounds as a freshman, there arc relatively few legitimate
articles that have been published, which measured and compared freshman weights at the beginning of the first'semester versus
freshman weights at the end of the first semester. However within these few articles, the highest weight gain thai is observed if
any, was just less than 9 pounds, with the average being between 4-5 pounds and certainly less than 15 pounds.
So is there any truth to the Freshman 15? According to the relevant research, most likclv not. If weight gain docs occur the
Freshman 15 is more like a Freshman 4 or 5. This of course, isn't an excuse to throw up your arms in joy and grab the nearest slice of pizza
Here are five tips to help avoid weight gain while you are on campus!
Drink ice cold w ater - the colder the better! When you drink
very cold water, your body has to bring the temperature of that
water to the same temperature as your body and that takes energy.
So you're burning calorics without doing a thing!
ITiink addition, not subtraction. Focus on fruits and veggies about 2 cups of fruit and 3 cups of veggies. By doing this you increase the volume of food, feeling more full and you naturally
replace "energy dense" foods with "nutrient dense" foods, helping
you cat less throughout the day.
Good ol' ctcrcisc! This one is a no brainer, but for those of vou
that need some details, remember "calorics in vs. calories out". If
calories in outweighs calories out, the result will be weight gain; if
calories out exceeds calorics in, the result w ill be weight loss; arid
if both sides arc equal, no weight gain will occur.

•

Say -NO" to late night munchies! When vour roommate wants to order
that pizza, just say "NO"? With 2 slices of cheese pizza, vou could be
adding 500+ calorics right before you go to bed. If hunger is calling and
you have to answer, try a banana and a light vogurt. a small bowl of whole
grain cereal and skim milk or a 100 calorie bag of popcorn - look for a
satisfying snack that totals about 250 calorics or less and that balances fat,
carbohydrates and protein.

•

Pcrfcctinj; portion size! Here is an opportunity to practice the balanced
plate approach when you arc in the dining hall. First fill half vour plate
with veggies, cooked or raw. Split the other half of your plate between a
starch, like mashed potatoes or brown rice and a lean protein like fish
chicken or pork tenderloin. To finish the meal, grab a piece of fruit and a
glass of skim milk.

If you would like free guidance or further advice on dictarv changes to help net
you through this semester, contact Jon Unsworth at nutrition flc|cmr ^,.
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On Friday, Sept. 3, Clemson
fans of all ages wore their Tiger
orange in unity at the First Friday
Parade.
This year's parade highlighted
58 participants, more than ever
before according to Monique
McKiever, co-director of the
special events committee for
Clemson Central Spirit, which
organizes the parade. The
participants included Student
Affairs, 12 sororities, National
Panhellenic, Central Spirit,
CLEMSONLiVE, Tiger Paw
Productions, WSBF and other
campus organizations.
McKiever said the increase
in parade participants may be
due to the addition of an online
parade application. After last
year, when many applications
were lost in the mail, the online
application was easily accessible
and made the process more
efficient. Central Spirit accepted
their last application the Tuesday
before the parade.
McKiever said Clemson
Central Spirit began working

LRY MATTOX
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on the parade in March 2010
and that sorority float designs
were submitted by the following
month.
"The First Friday Parade is
my favorite Clemson event," she
said. "College football is big in
the South, and the parade brings
community, faculty and students
together for the first display of
Clemson pride."
CLEMSONLiVE president
Rachel Kaskin said this is the
first year the group has been
part of the parade. "We loved
the experience," she said. "All
of us had a blast and really
enjoyed being part of such a
strong Clemson tradition."
Clemson students, faculty
and staff also vote the week
before the parade for their Miss
First Friday, electing Natalie
Schmidt, a member of Delta Zeta
sorority.
A Tiger Town tradition for more
than 30 years, Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity originally established
the parade in 1973 as a way
for Clemson students to unify

themselves in school spirit for
the football season.
The parade has proven to be
popular not only among college
students and faculty members
but many community members
and alumni. A 1958 alumnus
even entered his orange 1964
Volkswagen Beetle in the
parade. "He mentioned that his
Volkswagen was as fast as C.J.
Spiller," Monique said.
Another change to the
parade this year affected the
sorority floats. On the Thursday
before the parade, there was
a Sorority Appreciation Day to
acknowledge all the hard work
the sororities put in throughout
the week on their parade floats.
"Something we always strive
for amongst the sororities is
Greek unity, and the Sorority
Appreciation Day was a great
way to have everyone come
together and allow everyone to
see the work being done on the
floats for the parade," Greek
Programming President Chelsea
Thompson said.
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RUSH from page A2
with the average sorority GPA a 3.55
and the lowest GPA approximately
3.4. "We definitely look at it as a whole
Greek unity anyway. Even though
[sororities] do great in academics, I'm
trying to push them and focus them
on doing even better," she said. "I
definitely do not want recruitment
to be deferred by any means, for
sororities or fraternities."
Pickens said involvement in Greek
organizations helps new members
become aware of other organizations
and opportunities on campus. "I'm
in a lot of other organizations I
know I wouldn't have known about
or gotten involved in if it wasn't for
my experience in my sorority," she
said, adding that the impact will be
especially detrimental for out-of-state
students.
"Their Greek life experience gives
them a family, people to connect with.
With moving it to spring semester,
they wouldn't have that their whole
first semester," she said.
There will also be negative
implications for current Greeks
during the fall semester. While they
will still be able to partake in events

such as the First Friday parade and
the Homecoming float build, Pickens
said they will suffer from the lack of
incoming members.
"They also might not be able
to partake as much because they're
not going to have the new members'
fees coming through. That might
hinder some of their participation,"
she said.
Duane, like many others, wants
to find alternative solutions to
deferring the rush period. "I would
be supportive of examining the root
causes and finding those organizations
that do a good job to try and base
a new system off what the more
successful fraternities do," he said.
"We [Beta Theta Pi] have the
highest grades on campus, and we're
obviously very involved on campus,
and I would hate to see us suffer just
because other fraternities may not
take grades as seriously."
Duane said the Greek students
and student government will make
their case to the Board of Trustees on
Sept. 25. "They'll have the decision
in their hands, whether or not they
change it. But we're going to show
them what we think the best option
for Clemson is," he said.
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"From a Greek perspective, I
don't think anyone wants this," he
continued. "A lot of people rushed or
pledged in the fall and enjoyed getting
to meet new people and having a
group of friends that can help them
through their first semester. From
a whole student body perspective Greek, non-Greek, freshmen through
seniors - I think most people don't
see this as a solution to the problem;
they see it as just a Band-Aid, and we
need more of a long-term solution."
One fraternity president, who
wished to remain anonymous, said
he is in favor of the move and that
it appears to be working at other
universities.
,
"I'm not opposed to it at all. A
lot of other schools do it," he said.
"Grades have gone up all over the
Greek life system, there's been less
incidences - whether it be alcohol or
any other kind of trouble. From what
I've heard, most Greek life systems at
other schools make it work and they
do well with it."
"Whichever way they go, we just
need to make adjustments and plan
accordingly and try to do the best we
can... I think it's something we'll all
adjust to if that's the way it goes."

Race remembers life;
fights cancer
Terry Fox Run honors cancer victim's trek across Canada.
TEDDY KULMALA
NEWS EDITOR

On Oct. 2, the Air Force JROTC of
D.W Daniel High School will host its
inaugural Terry Fox Run.
The 10-kilometer run will begin
at 9 a.m. at the Southern Wesleyan
University campus fountain in Central.
According to a press release for
the event, this year marks the 30th
anniversary of the run, which is named
after Canadian teenager Terry Fox, who
was very active in sports but at age 18 lost
his right leg to bone cancer. ".. .While he
was in the hospital, Terry was overcome
by the suffering of other cancer patients,
many of them young children," the press
release said. "As a result, he decided to
run across Canada to raise money for
cancer research, dubbing his journey the
Marathon of Hope."
Fox trained for 18 months and
ran more than 3,100 miles to prepare,
beginning his journey on April 12, 1980.
On Sept. 1-143 days and 3,339 miles
into his journey - Fox was forced to quit
running because cancer had appeared in
his lungs. He passed away June 28, 1981
at the age of 22.
Since then, theTerry Fox Foundation
has raised more than $500 million with
this run, which is held throughout the

year in more than 60 countries. This
year, the 941st Flying Lion Cadet Corps
brings the run to Central, S.C., as
part of the Air Force JROTC's mission
of "developing citizens of character
dedicated to serving their nation and
community."
"As part of our new after-school
fitness program, I used Terry Fox as an
example of how someone can overcome
barriers and improve fitness," instructor
Major Tom Childress said. "As the
students learned more about Terry Fox,
the idea was brought up to host a Terry
Fox run as a way to pursue our fitness
goals but also as one of our required
Unit Goals for the year. It's an obvious
win-win scenario, so we went with it,
and were hoping for a great turnout."
Childress said there will be no
entry fee for the race and that the
funds will be raised by donors pledging
amounts of money for the distance run
by participants.
Additionally, there will be no
winners announced in the race. "They
just don't want it to be competitive,
because the only goal at hand is raising
funds," Childress said.
Potential participants should pick
up a pledge sheet from Childress prior
to the race and begin getting family,
friends and acquaintances committed to

pledge a certain amount of money per
kilometer completed by the participant.
"Of course there's a chance you
might not make what you expected. So
you cover the distance you cover and
you tell your donors that's what you
covered and they just make the donation
equal to that amount," he said, adding
that flat donations are accepted as well.
Childress said the Terry Fox
Foundation donates the proceeds to
different cancer research organizations
in the area. "That is always trumped by
a certain rigorous set of criteria they use
to make sure the organization they give
the funds to has a proven record of valid
research. Other than that, they try to
keep it local," he said.
While Clemson will be taking on
the University of Miami in football
that same day, Childress said the race
will be finished by noon and won't
interfere with the game. "If people get to
know who Terry Fox was, I think they'll
want to be part of it," he said. "The
bottom line is that so many of us know
somebody who has suffered or died from
cancer, and this is a way to attack that
direcdy by raising funds for research."
For more information or to obtain
a pledge sheet, contact Major Tom
Childress at robertchildress@pickens.
kl2.sc.us.

5K marks first
away game
Hudson Bagel Company hosts charity
race on Auburn game weekend.
by a local business," he said.
There will also be an incentive
to get creative with your outfit for
the race. "We are going to give a $25
gift certificate from the Hudson Bagel
Company to the participant who shows
the most Clemson spirit," Melino said.
Along with having an enjoyable
Saturday morning, everyone who attends
the First Away 5K will be contributing
to a worthy cause. The sole beneficiary
of the First Away 5K is Helping Hands
of Clemson, a non-profit organization
that supports neglected and abused
children. One hundred percent of the
money collected for the event will be
donated to Helping Hands of Clemson.
Meloni said organizers hope to raise
$2,500 in the inaugural race. The goal
in future years is to raise at least $5,000
for a local charity.
The First Away 5K is the product of
Melino's personal business philosophy.
"I knew if I was going to open a
business that I had to be able to do
good for people," he said. "That is
what motivates me." The Hudson Bagel
Company's support of a noble cause is
also in line with the company's mission
statement: "To provide a consistendy
valuable product with customer service
that enhances the community."
The variety of entertainment and
activities make this race appealing to a
broad range of people. "You can donate
money to a charity, run in a race and
have fun at the same time," Brannon
Sulka, a junior on the Women's Cross
Country team, said. "I would do that
race!"
For more information and to
register for the race, visit www.gogreenevents.com.

JORDAN SMITH
STAFF WRITER

The inaugural First Away 5K race
and one-mile fun run will take place
Saturday, Sept. 18, the day of Clemson
football's first away game.
The one-mile race will begin at 8
a.m., and the five-kilometer race will
follow at 9 a.m.
The start and finish line, as
well as accompanying activities and
entertainment, will be located in front
of Clemson Bingo, in the back left
corner of the Ingles parking lot. The
Hudson Bagel Company and Gold's
Gym have partnered to organize this
fun-filled and family-friendly event in
order to support Helping Hands of
Clemson.
According to Ryan Melino of the
Hudson Bagel Company, the perks
for the 50-100 runners expected to
participate in this race are generous,
including pre-race yoga sessions before
both the 5K and the one-mile fun run.
There are a limited number of event tshirts and gift bags to be handed out on
race day. Also, a variety of refreshments
will be provided for entrants after the
races.
"We are really going to try to
create a fun atmosphere," Melino said,
adding that there will be entertainment
and activities suitable for the young
and the young at heart. "There will be
face painting for the kids. We're going
to have a local musician named Rhett
Smith who will play guitar. We will have
some minute-to-win-it prize stations.
You will have a minute to complete
the challenge, and if you complete the
challenge, you will win a prize donated
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Part Time Work
Excellent Pay!
Flexible Schedules

Choose your pre-race food wisely. Choose something high in carbohydrates and lower
in fat, fiber, and protein. Stay away from rich, fatty, or high-fiber foods, as they may
cause gastrointestinal distress.
Get there early. Arrive at the race site early to make sure you get a parking spot.
Regardless of whether you're driving there or not, you'll also need time to pick up your
number, take a warm-up jog and use the bathroom.
Use the water stops. Take advantage of the water stops on the course. And don't forget
to thank the volunteers for handing out the water!
Bring your support team. Invite your friends and family members to support you. Ask
them to stand near the finish line so they can cheer you on at the end.
Aim to finish. Don't put pressure on yourself to achieve a really fast time for your first
race. Finishing the race and enjoying the experience are excellent goals for a first-timer.

Evenings and weekends available
Customer sales/service
No Experience necessary
All majors welcome!

All ages 18+, conditions apply

864-271-7071
www.workforstudents.com
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On this day
in History

National News

CNN News
Former German pop star
phenomenon Nadja Benaissa was
found guilty of causing grievous
bodily harm and attempted bodily harm for failing to tell sexual
partners she was infected with
HIV.
Benaissa is a former singer of
the girl band No Angels. She was
sentenced with two years of suspension and 300 hours of community
service with people who are HIVinfected. Benaissa had unprotected
sex with three men from 1999 to
2004 without informing them of
her illness. One of the men became
HIV-positive. The singer admitted to
not telling her partners that she was
HIV-infected, but she claims she did
not intend to put them in danger.
She said she believed there was
very little chance she would spread
the virus and she did not want to
make her illness public because it
might have negatively affected her
daughter and her career.

ABC News

CBS News
Twelve U.S. soldiers who are
accused of murdering Afghan
civilians in cold blood have been
charged.
Seven more were involved in
covering up the murders. Some of
the corpses of the civilians were
mutilated. The soldiers are said to
have murdered the innocent people
simply because they could. "Gen.
David Petraeus has said the United
States can't succeed in Afghanistan
without winning the hearts and
minds of Afghan civilians," the
report said, and that unjustified killings will not help us earn their trust.
The charged men do have attorneys
and intend to battle the charges
pending against them. According
to recorded documents, the killing rampage began when an Army
sergeant joked about how easy it
would be to toss a grenade and kill
the civilians. The Afghan victims
were chosen at random.

The FBI fear an extremist might
attack at Saturday's national "Burn
a Koran" day.
On the ninth anniversary of the
Sept. 11 attacks, Pastor Terry Jones
planned a nationwide day dedicated
to burning Korans. The FBI does not
have any information on a specifically-planned attack, but they are concerned that extremists might target the
organizers of the "Burn a Koran" day.
Since the ads for the national event
have surfaced, an immediate response
was given by a known terrorist website saying, "I wish to detonate myself
in this church now... I want to become
a martyr and detonate myself in this
filthiest filth." The Jacksonville FBI
informed Pastor Jones that his safety
has been threatened and that they have
assets prepared in case of an attack on
the church.
Another known terrorist website,
INSPIRE, insists that "home grown
terrorists" plan small attacks on anyone or anything who disrespects
Islam.

Fox News
The governor of Colorado issued
a state of emergency Tuesday as a
wild fire ripped through the state.
According to officials, the fire's estimated size is 11 square miles.
The raging fires forced about
3,500 people to flee from their homes.
Authorities said nearly 100 structures
have been destroyed and eight people
are missing. Investigative reports say
the fire was started when a car crashed
into a propane tank. During the mandatory evacuation, the automated telephone system that makes calls to each
home failed and officials were forced
to go door-to-door in search of people
who were not aware of the evacuation. Strong winds hindered firefighting and pushed the fire through the
Colorado Canyon. No injuries have
been reported. Over 300 firefighters
from nearby states and jurisdictions
are working around the clock to control the fire.

1997 — Mark McGwire joins Babe
Ruth as one of the only players to
hit 50 home runs in two consecutive years.
1992 - Lucy in the "Peanuts"
comic raises her "Psychiatric
Help" from five cents to 47 cents.
1990 - Hard Rock Cafe opens in
Las Vegas, Nev.
1972 - The 20th Olympic Games
close at Munich, West Germany.

Meghan McCain, daughter of Senator John
McCain, on her fathers choice of the former
Alaska governor as his vice-presidential running
mate in 2008.

1966 - The Beatles' "Revolver"
album goes No. 1 and stays there
for six weeks.
1953 - Swanson sells its first "TV
dinner."

V

1939 - Canada declares war on
Germany.
1918 - Players on both sides
threaten to strike the World
Series unless they are guaranteed $2,500 to the winners and
$1,000 each for the losers.

Piers Morgan, a British judge on the reality show
"America's Got Talent," on replacing longtime CNN interviewer Larry King, who announced his retirement in June.

1349 — Jews who survived a massacre in Constance, Germany are
burned to death.
422 - St. Celestine I begins his
reign as Catholic Pope.
Robert Oakeshott, independent Australian
lawmaker, on governing with a 76-74 split in
Australia's new parliament.
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arts program in Clemson to the next
level. I also want to do some research. I
visual effects, the scientist made his way" have more ideas for fluid dynamics and
to Clemson.
natural phenomena that would be useful
"In the visual effects business, you in production."
need to change what you do every once
In addition to his position as a
in a while; you get burned out from the director of Production of Arts, Dr.
intensity of it," he said.
Tessendorf is also a professor. Since this
Dr. Jerry Tessendorf is Clemson's is his first semester here, he is taking time
new director of the program in Digital to become familiar with the program
Production Arts. He already has his before he begins to teach.
agenda for Clemson mapped out, and
His first course is going to include
he knows exactly what he wants to mixing together physics fluid dynamics
accomplish here.
with artistic tools in order to create
"I want to accomplish what I came graphics that look like clouds, smoke
here to do, and that is taking the visual trails, fire and much more.

The fact that Clemson has an Oscarwinning professor excites Clemson
student Courtney Anderson.
"I am inspired by the fact that a
member of the Clemson University
family is an Oscar winner. I'm also
motivated, because as an engineering
student, the things we are learning today
could lead us to an accomplishment as
great as Dr. Tessendorfs."
Dr. Tessendorf said the two biggest
things he has not yet gotten used to are
all the orange and the humidity.
"I am a Tiger fan now. I went to the
game this weekend, and I have never seen
so much orange in my life," he said.
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100 HELP WANTED
Earn Extra Cash! Contact
rearwindowads.com
The Galley Restaurant and nami
Asian Bistro: Now Hiring Servers!
Apply in person at Portman
Marina. 864-287-3215

How to Place a Classified Ad

lephone Ho
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

Student in desparate need of tutor/
help with studies. Supplement
needed most in: Business Stat, Hist
172, MKT 301, PSYCH 201 and
Intramural relations. No pay, but
help will result in a great friendship with yours truly: wschmit@
clemson.edu.

BIG V AUTOMOTIVE^)
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.

Busy family needs help around
the house. Laundry, dusting, etc.
Nothing heavy. Maybe a little
schoolwork help for a fifth grader.
About 5-6 flexible hours per week.
Email rnorton@clemson.edu

For rent: HIGHPOINTE
CONDOMINIUMS, 24 hour
security on site, 4BR, 4BA, washer/
dryer, clubhouse.
864-884-3488. e-mail: akspearman@bellsouth.net.

FOR RENT

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
Country Farm House For Rent.
4 BR, 3 BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly
furnished, private area. $1200
monthly, utilities not included.
NO PETS. 864-304-2925

350 ROOMMATES
250 AUTOMOTIVE

Students:

Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Wanted: Truck driver needed for pickup
UPS day trips only. Must have a class
A-CDL license. Experience in transporting steel a huge plus. 40+ hours weekly
Mon-Fri with union benefits!! Contact
robertemploy03@aol.com.

300

Classified Ad Rates

Yo! We need a chill girl to take our
fourth room! Fly as hell, beautiful,
vivacious, somewhat-academically
focused. You know you want to live
with us! Crawford, 5 min. from
campus. E-mail kbutter@clemson.
edu for more info. Must be DTP!

400

SERVICES

Textbooks bought and sold, new
and used, online buybacks. Buy,
sell, rent at cheapbooks.com.
260-399-6111. Espanol,
212-380-1763,
Urdu/Hindi/Punjabi,
713-429-4981. See other site for
other support lines.

GOT LEGAL ISSUES? Call
Clemson Attorney Steve Lapham.
864-508-2154,
stevelapham@yahoo.com

News layout editor in need of creative thinking skills to create entertaining personal classifieds. Any
help can be directed to: mfoley@
clemson.edu

500 ON CAMPUS

Single man in need of large playmate to fill ample space in large
king-size bed. Will provide food for
sustenence upon companionship.
Good hygiene required, but willing
to negotiate, rlauniu@clemson.edu

SBI? Are your study skills working
for you? If not, call the ASC!
864-656-6452 FREE!

900

PERSONALS

Looking for pet hedgehog. No
preference on color — doesn't have
to be a baby. Contact kripley@
clemson.edu
Slender, beautiful young lady, devastatingly lonely whilst boyfriend is
stuck in Norway. Seeking rich old
man lacking relatives with a bad
heart. If you fit the description,
e-mail kzelezn@clemson.edu

It is Stephanie Burns' birthday
Monday, Sept. 13! Text our lovely
Editor-in-Chief and wish her a
happy birthday!!!!! 828-553-9701
Are you as afraid of the zombie
apocalypse as I am?!? Zombie hunters wanted. Shotgun experience
required. Preferably has knowledge
of zombie-carrying astroids and
Clemson's underground tunnel
system. I have a safe house. Those
up to the challenge, e-mail Anna @
armstrap@email.sc.edu
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OPINIONS

There is no way around it: the newspaper is a dying medium. Across the board, newspapers are being closed and
staff positions are being cut. In today's tech-rich environment, consumers are choosing to read their news on iPhones,
Droids, iPads and computers rather than in a hard copy format.
Even USA Today, one of the most widely-read newspapers in
the country, is shifting much of its content online. Citing the
need to adapt to the growing popularity of smart phones and
tablets, they announced a shift in content geared toward the
online readers.
Oh yeah, and that change also happens to "shift" 130 staff
members, roughly nine percent of the USA Today workforce,
out of a job. The growing graveyard of dailies, weeklies, monthlies and even tabloids has put the future of news and how people
obtain news in question. Obviously, as a newspaper, the question
of how the future of news will play out is extremely salient to
The Tiger. Our readers, college students mostly (duh), are the
driving force behind the shift in news from a print medium to an
online medium. But we believe while online news is here to stay,
there is still an important, and even critical, function newspapers
in tangible form provide. It is first important to understand why
newspapers are declining in such large numbers.
The most obvious reason for the rise of online news is thenability to be much timelier than printed newspapers. Newspapers
are inherently bogged down with print deadlines and the delay
between the writing of the story and the actual distribution of
the paper. With online coverage, the public can obtain news
stories almost instantly. Furthermore, these online stories can be
updated on the fly to provide the most recent details to the reader
instantaneously. By the time a breaking news story appears in
USA Today, there could already be thousands of articles on the
event. This is an area where online news services will always
have an edge over printed news.
Online news is also becoming more normal with the widespread use of the Internet on computers and on the go via smart
phones. As these devices become more popular, the availability
of online news becomes much easier to the average American.
Younger demographics are much less likely to read a paper than
older demographics; when was the last time you picked up a
paper that wasn't The Tiger? When was the last time you looked
at the news online?
I will admit I am guilty of reading online news more than
the newspaper. There are a lot of positive aspects to getting news
online rather than in print. There is greater diversity of news
stories, the stories are much timelier, and it is also just flat out
easier. Did I mention it is mostly free? For print news to succeed
in today's climate, they will have to adapt, something newspapers have never had to do in the past.
Newspapers have a distinct advantage over online news
sources, and ironically, the advantage is time. The same time
that makes breaking news stories less timely in newspapers also
facilitates the ability to write engaging feature stories. Feature
stories require large amounts of research, interviews and sources,
all of which require more time than a straight news story. Printed
newspapers should switch to a more feature-based approach to
news where the timeliness of the article is downplayed and the
depth of the article is increased. This is the reason magazines
are thriving right now; they are able to delve deep into feature
stories. This is a niche that newspapers should also fill.
Many newspapers around the country are trying to adapt
to better suit their customers. When it comes down to it, the
newspaper business is just that: a business. What that means is
a better product is needed to attract readers. Large papers have
streamlined their production; writers are often taking their own
pictures, and television stations are now being run in conjunction with papers. These steps have led to a more cost-effective
way of producing papers, but it cannot stop there.
Newspapers need to look at how often they distribute. The
daily paper's death knell is ringing. The paperboy riding his
bike, throwing papers at every doorstep, has been replaced by
opening your favorite Web browser and finding a news website.
The reality is that online sources will likely have the advantage
when it comes to the simple function of telling the news. For
money-saving purposes, it is likely that more newspapers will
distribute less often and switch to a more feature-based type of
reporting.
But that doesn't mean the paper should die as a medium. Papers have extremely important functions and
advantages over online news. Because of its quick nature,

The death of printed
news

STCPHANE REY/art director

online news articles are often less reliable than newspaper articles. Writers do not do as good of a job fact-checking and getting
multiple sources in online articles because there is simply less
time to do these critical functions of unbiased reporting. There
is also value in having the news in hard copy format. Hard copies last forever; they are tangible artifacts giving insight into our
world. Online articles, while they usually are not deleted, can get
lost in the shuffle of the hundreds of millions of web pages. We
need to have hard copies of our history in case anything happens
to our online databases.
As stated before, the news business is a business. It needs
to make money to survive, and to do this, news outlets need
to provide good content. Papers make most of their money
from advertising sales, but the price advertising can be sold
for is directly tied to the amount of readers the paper has. This
is the main problem with online news sources: pricing online
advertisements is a tricky business, as Web traffic statistics are
unreliable. Also, people spend much less time on websites than
they do looking at a page in a paper. Because of this, papers
that have shifted content to the Web do not make much money
on the Web-side of the business. Most of the revenue is still
coming from the hard copy of the paper. This creates a paradox
where the hard copy of the paper is needed in order to finance
the Web news.
Most major newspapers now offer their content online
(such as The Tiger's website, www.TheTigerNews.com), but
this is still not making them enough money. Some papers have
switched to requiring a subscription to view online content (The

Meredith Brazeal

Jason Decker
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Ian Smith

Greenville News, for example), but as long as there are free
alternatives available to consumers, the papers will not make as
much money as they used to.
In today's economic climate, there are two types of print
newspapers that are growing on an annual basis: college newspapers and local newspapers. Both of these types of papers fill
a niche that online and national newspapers cannot fill: the
ability to cover extremely local news. Local businesses are able
to advertise in these papers because they know members of the
community will be reading it, and the sports sections of these
papers can focus on high school and more personal collegiate
coverage.
Print news will likely never fully die. If you take it away
from people, they will demand to have it back. But there has
to be a change in its format, or it will make every paper go
bankrupt. The answer is a more feature-based style distributed
less often. Online news has its advantages, but it also has weaknesses newspapers can fill. Newspapers exist to give insight into
our society to the citizens of the nation. It is important to have
a physical artifact of this history. So why don't you go pick up
a newspaper (other than The Tiger)? Newspapers are important,
and they must adapt to a changing market place to keep providing their important function.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing
the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual view of
any particular member.

Jerome Mason

Brian Orr
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What do you feel is the future of
print newspaper?

"It depends on the
generation. As the
newer generations
become Internet
savvy, most print
will die."

"Magazines will
probably stay
around, but I'm
not sure about
newspapers."

"Print newspapers
can still play a
major role in
circulating news,
and it's
still nice to
read a Sunday
newspaper."

"There's going to
be a decline in the use
of printed news, but I
don't think
it's going away,
because there's
always someone who
prefers a hard copy."

"The hardcopy
newspaper will
be gone in 10
years because the
use is
decreasing so
quickly."

OPINIONS

Paws up,
paws down
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Why Clemson Connect?
ELIZABETH CREEL

Columnist

Long island, N,Y., Dank
robbed by man in full
Dartn vader costume.

At the wonderful and prestigious Clemson University,
freshmen are required to
take an online course called Clemson
Connect, formerly known as Library
100, which we must all complete
before the end of our freshman year.
It is a pass or fail course consisting of activities such as iClemson,
summer reading, OneClemson and
a library workshop. I only have one
word to say to upperclassmen concerning this course: LUCKY! When
I say lucky to the upperclassmen, I
mean they're lucky they didn't have
to do it. To very politely put it, the
Clemson Connect course is almost
completely pointless.
The only solitary activity that
has any value is the summer reading
essay we have to write after reading the play "These Shining Lives"
(thank you to whoever chose that as
the summer reading assignment, by
the way; at only 67 pages, it was an
awesome timesaver when it came to
writing an essay about it!).
Although, one "sketchy" thing
about the summer reading is that
we are required to attend the performance of the play at the Brooks
Center, and we have to pay $ 10 to go
see this play. The only educational
experience we can have from paying

university of Baltimore
offers class on zombies.

John Lennon's assassin
denied oarole for the sixth
time.

Kentucky farmer claims several kernels of corn pooped
while still on the stalk at his farm.
Dawson Zimmerman named National Punter of the
week.
Vuvuzelas banned from European soccer competition.

Passengers on a British Airways flight
received a mistaken automated
message telling them their plane was
about to crash.

$10 to see a play we are required to
see would be... well, nothing.
I mean, if we are required to go
to this play, why do we have to pay
money to go and see it? The essay
would probably be an excellent indicator as to the level of writing each
person is capable of, so I can see
the value in that. Some of the other
assignments, however, are questionable, to say the least.
iClemson and OneClemson are
the other two nearly pointless assignments in this course. In iClemson,
you read through a bunch of material a freshman would need to know
and then check "Reviewed" to move
on to the next section. No big deal,
right? The second part of this activity is to make an ePortfolio for the
"general education competencies" on
Clemson's website. This part of it is
just a pain in the behind.
They want us to tag some of
our class assignments to particular
competencies and then maintain it
and update it until senior year. I've
talked to seniors who haven't seen
their ePortfolios since freshman year.
The point? There really isn't any,
other than the fact they can say you
have a firm grasp on the general education competencies. Okay, concept
grasped, moving on now.
OneClemson just boils down to
the term "diversity." This section
of the course requires us to think
of a "culturious" event in our lives
and make a PowerPoint/Word document on it - with pictures of course,

because what kind of culturious
event doesn't have pictures?
Seriously, it says we have to have
pictures in this assignment. I mean,
there is nothing wrong with doing an
assignment about diversity. I get that.
However, we all are currently attending one of the largest colleges in the
state, which is also ranked 23rd in the
nation; I think we pretty much have
diversity nailed on the head.
Then there is the last (and certainly least important) portion: the
library workshop. The library workshop section of this course has to be
the biggest joke known to man. The
entire thing consists of attending a
short class on how to find books,
articles and other things found in
the library. Then after taking this
drool-running-down-your-face-boring class, you have to take a test
on it. You know what this test is?
A flippin' survey on whether you
"learned" anything during the class.
Yeah, watch some smart aleck say
they learned absolutely nothing during this class and end up failing
Clemson Connect. Epic fail!
So all in all, Clemson Connect
is pretty much a pointless activity
handed out to freshmen. Don't get
me wrong, I will gladly do all of
the assignments and turn them in on
time, but I have to wonder: what is
the point of it all?
ELIZABETH CREEL is an undeclared
freshman. E-mail comments to letters®
TheTigerNewsrom.
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Life is three-dimensional
already; leave my movies alone

Amsterdam colleges try to
remove sex job ads
targeted to freshman
students.
German school mistakenly
hands out pens with
pornographic images to
elementary school-aged
children.

ALEX URBAN
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I am writing today to talk
about an epidemic I have noticed
on campus: rudeness. I have
seen people butt in lines, ignore
and almost run others over and
in general a really bad case of
"me first and no one else at all"
attitude
I admit I am an older student
and grew up in a different time
than current students. Separated
from them by almost 15 years,
I remember a time when people
watched out for one another and
tried to have common courtesy.
I know people today will
look at this concept and ask,
"What is in it for me?" and I
have an answer for that. The
first and foremost is a bit of selfrespect. Two people *"butted in
and caused
line for the CAT bus ai
people waiting patient
to not be able to board
i
j— :t .u...
I wonder
if they felt any
remorse? The second thing is
happiness. How much happiness
is spread with a polite smile,
holding a door or even giving
your seat to another person0
iou are happier,
nappier, they
iney are hap
napYou

pier, people observing this act
could be happier. The third idea
is a little less tangible but just
as important - it is the just and
moral thing to do.
As a father of two girls, I
find myself trying to balance the
ideas of 'ladylike' behavior and
the strength needed to survive in
a world that seems bent on stepping on others. What happened
to treating others as you would
want to be treated?
In closing, I leave you with
this thought: all evils in the
world come from rudeness.
Theft, lying and hurting others
comes from a lack of respect for
others and one's self.
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Letters should be no longer than
400 words. Feedback from our website may also be considered for publication. Submissions must include
the author's name, number or email
address, hometown, class and major.
All submissions will be checked for
auhenicity and may be edited for
clarity and grammar. Space consul(rations may result in submissions
being held for later publication. The
Tiger reserves the right to print or
edit
eau all
au submissions.
suomissions.
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Ialways told myself I would not
become one of those people that
scoffs at new technology. As much
as I don't want to be a new generation
"Luddite," I have to get something off
my chest: I hate the seemingly instantaneous rise of 3-D movies.
Since James Cameron released
his epic remake of "FernGully,"
"Pocahontas" and "Dances With
Wolves" last year, 3-D movies have
become the new fad in Hollywood.
Because of James Cameron's film,
almost every movie that comes out
now seems to be in "stunning" 3-D.
Film studios have even taken movies
that were not filmed in 3-D and retroactively made them "3-D." I put 3-D
in quotations because what studios do
to movies like "Clash of the Titans"
is laughable. By taking film that was
not originally intended to be shown in

3-D and remaking it, the quality of the
picture is greatly diminished. Colors
become washed out, scenes become
darker and the picture isn't as smooth
as it was originally.
But why do studios sacrifice the
integrity of their movies just for the
sake of some shoddily implemented
3-D? The answer is quite simple: 3-D
movies make a titanic load of money.
"Avatar" was the highest-grossing
movie of all time mainly because 3-D
movie tickets are ridiculously expensive. When I saw "Avatar" in New
York with my girlfriend and her dad,
the tickets were a whopping $18.
For that kind of money, I could have
bought 18 junior bacon cheeseburgers,
450 gumballs or 300 (give or take a
few) Natty Lights.
3-D movies are exorbitantly expensive. I understand that filming a movie
in 3-D is more expensive than filming
a normal movie, but is it worth an extra
four to five dollars (sometimes even
more) to see a movie where things
and people pop out slightly from the
screen? And don't get me started on
those glasses, I will never get used to
those - call me when holograms are

invented, please. More and more it
seems like studios are creating movies
with lackluster stories just so they can
showcase the "amazing" 3-D technology they possess. I saw Tim Burton's
"Alice in Wonderland," or as I like
to call it, "Tim Burton decides audiences are too dumb to realize when
a movie has no storyline and are too
wowed by Johnny Depp and colorful, 3-D pictures to realize a movie is
actually terrible," and I wasn't fooled.
But America was, and Tim Burton's
cinematic "masterpiece" made boatloads of cash.
While I know 3-D movies are
likely here to stay, I will be annoyed
with them as long as studios forego
writing engaging storylines because
they know people will rush to see the
newest 3-D movie no matter what it
is about. "Inception" is proof that real
movies can still be made and made
extremely well. Until 3-D movies
become cheaper and easier to watch, I
will remain a cinematic "Luddite."
ALEX URBAN is a senior majoring in
political science. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews£om.
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Want to rant?
Send
your
rants to
letters@TheTiger
News.com.

NICK ROTH

Columnist

When the idea of an article about a
"Quarter Life Crisis" popped in my
head, I was enamored with the topic
because I knew I had a lot to say about it. I was
also ecstatic that I had come up with this cool new
title for a social phenomenon that I, Nick Roth,
was about to observe and outline.
It's like when you find $10 in your jeans or
when the guy wearing Croakies trips on the stairs
in the library and people laugh and point. I have
had happier moments in my life, but maybe none
so satisfying.
However, like all bubbles, mine had to burst
at some point.
That's when I realized I was channeling John
Mayer lyrics from my subconscious.
They appear in the song "Why Georgia," in
which he whines, "It might be a quarter life crisis
or just the stirring in my soul."
It's just, quite simply, so much better than
anything I could ever write.
So I was pretty pissed off. He's so much better
than me at the guitar AND he's more creative than
I may ever be.
But angry and interesting anecdotes aside, and
without further ado, I present the not-as-creativeas-I-thought John-Mayer-inspired analysis of the
Quarter Life Crisis.
In the song, John Mayer laments his uncertainty about his life.
He notes it may appear as if he's got it together, but he then exclaims, "Don't believe me!" I'll
do my best, John.
My Quarter Life Crisis began when I went to
order my "Mayan Hot Chocolate" in the library.
I pondered to myself this perplexing question,
"Nick, why do we call hot chocolate 'hot chocolate', but we don't call chocolate milk 'cold
chocolate?'"
You may be thinking to yourself, "Nick,
you're such an idiot." But that's the point: you're
right.
While great minds like Nietzsche and
Hemingway truly pondered life's greatest questions, the interrogation I was proposing to the
world involved the difference in nomenclature
between two mildly popular dairy beverages.
That's all I've got, universe, hope it's a good
contribution.
I realized in that moment, or better phrased,
I questioned in that moment the entirety of my
life course, I questioned purpose and I questioned
meaning.
I questioned how ordinary I was.
That's a Quarter Life Crisis moment, a
moment in which it occurs to you that you have
no idea what you are doing.
Like when you haven't read for class and the
teacher calls on you to discuss your feelings on
the chapter, so you just make up whatever might

possibly sound right.
I think a whole bunch of us are faced with
these terrifying, paralyzing uncertainties about
ourselves and about the course of our lives.
I'm sure for most of you it isn't the hotlycontested hot chocolate debate that sparks these
emotions.
It's probably something along the lines of:
What am I doing with my life? Why am I here?
What does it all mean? What is it all for? Did I
make the right decisions? Holy Santa Claus poop!
I'm graduating in 24 months! What if I fail? What
if I succeed but I'm unhappy? What is happiness?
Is there a God? Does love exist? What happened
on the finale of "Lost"?
I, like many, am a sucker for romcoms
(romantic comedies), specifically John Cusack
films. Chuck Klosterman in his book "Sex, Drugs,
and Cocoa Puffs" discusses how John Cusack
has destroyed romance for all men because all
women expect men to be like Lloyd Dobler from
"Say Anything," and of course it never works out

W IH It's like when you find $10 in
your jeans or when the guy wearing
Croakies trips on the stairs in the
library and people laugh and point. I
have had happier moments in my life,
but maybe none so satisfying. At 4k
that way.
This relationship translates well to our uncertainty about life. Stories and movies paint a picture of the happy ending and a life that has found
purpose.
It has become such a part of social conditioning that we can't help but compare ourselves to
that story.
They create a standard we feel we're going to
have to live up to.
The thing about the movies is that life is really
tough and cruel; it's the moments after Lloyd
Dobler plays "In Your Eyes" where reality really
exists and where we are forced to linger.
It's a pretty terrifying world out there, and the
thought of leaving a place that is safe to go to a
place that is unsafe is the cause for some of that
anxiety.
No one can doubt that human beings fear
change and uncertainty. We don't want to grow
up.
If we don't grow up, then we don't ever have
to face those things.
I was reading "Peter Pan" the other day when
someone asked me, "Why?"
I told them I was going through my Quarter
Life Crisis. The sad fact is, we do have to grow
up, and Neverland might only exist where it was
created - in our minds.
Lou Reed said it best: "Well, I guess that I just
don't know."

NICK ROTH is a junior in English. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews£om.
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Leader of the the undefeated Volleyball squad, Sandra Adeleye, sits down with The Tiger.

Mean Green Gone: Tiger's dispatch of North Texas with ease. Page C2
A New Reign: Former Lady Tigers star ascends to head coaching ranks. Page C3
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Intramurals on track
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The intramural program looking to expand with new sports in 2010.
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Friday 9/10
Michigan State @ 7 p.m.
East Lansing, Mich.
Saturday 9/11
Eastern Michigan @ 10 a.m.
Eastern Illinois @ 4:30 p.m.
East Lansing, Mich.
Friday 9/17
Georgia Tech @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

the field pretty methodically and set up a big play."
The Palmetto Cup is an annual flag football tournament held in Columbia, S.C. at the University of
South Carolina. Teams from universities around the
state are eligible to participate. Last year's participants included South Carolina, Clemson, Winthrop,
Coastal Carolina, North Greenville and the Citadel.
Boom Shocka Locka finished in the final four in
the Clemson tournament three years in a row without a championship. At last year's final in Columbia,
they finished number one in their group stage, tying
a team from USC and beating teams from Winthrop
and the Citadel. After a bye, they met a familiar foe
in the semifinals, another Clemson team, Bad Company. Despite never having beaten Bad Company,
Boom Shocka Locka edged their hometown rivals by
four, advancing to the finals.
In the championship game, they went up against
the defending champions from Coastal Carolina,
who had allegedly not lost in two years. In one of
the best games Dewberry says they have ever played,
Boom Shocka Locka scored a touchdown with seven

It would appear to the casual observer
that Clemson notched a solid win over
North Texas this past Saturday. But lost in
the shuffle of the Tigers' 25-point win is
the reality that, aside from a few big offensive plays, the visiting Mean Green outplayed Clemson.
"But how?" you may ask. Football is
a game where quite often the final score
does not tell the whole story. A score of 3510 would lead you to believe the winning
team controlled the game. In this case,
that could not be further from the truth.
In fact, North Texas amassed a time of
possession mark of 41 minutes and 52
seconds. This means their offense was on
the field for over two-thirds of the game.
Did anybody leave the game feeling like,
despite scoring five touchdowns, they
hadn't seen much of Kyle Parker and the
Clemson offense? That's because they were
only on the field for about 18 minutes of
actual game time.
This uncomforting statistic is based on
a couple factors. First, the offense scored
quickly a couple of times on big plays;
naturally they were not on the field for
very long on these drives. But, more frequendy, the offense was stagnant and unable to gain even one first down on multiple drives.
You can't blame it all on the offense,
however. Clemson was supposed to be
able to rely on their defense this year. But
that defense allowed an alarming 462
yards of total offense, including 240 yards

see INTRAMURAL page C6

see WORK LEFT page C6

Saturday 9/18
Georgia State @ 12 p.m.

Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S
Friday 9/10
South Carolina @ 7:30 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.
Saturday 9/11
High Point @ noon
Columbia, S.C.

Friday 9/17
Clemson Invitational
@ 5 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

FOOTBALL
Saturday 9/11
Family Weekend
Presbyterian @ 3:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Saturday 9/18
Auburn @ 7 p.m.
Auburn, Ala.
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Thousands of Clemson students spend at least an hour every week letting off steam by competing for their sport's
intramural championship.

ROBBIE TINSLEY
STAFF WRITER

When the Princeton Review was published at the beginning of August, Clemson University took up a familiar role as the number one "Jock School" in the country.
The cause of this ranking can be directly attributed to
one of the other categories, as Clemson also clocked in
as the number five "Everyone plays intramural sports"
school. It is easy to say we take intramurals very seriously down here.
Look no further than the reigning Palmetto Cup
champions, Boom Shocka Locka. Senior Clay Dewberry and his flag football team have been together since
their freshman year at Clemson five years ago. Because
they have that familiarity with each other, they have
been able to maintain the level of consistency teams
need to succeed.
"We definitely have a lot of continuity and a lot of
team chemistry. That really helps us out on the field.
It's great to know where everyone is going to be during
a play," Dewberry said. The style his team runs is not a
prototypical flag football system. "We run a lot of options and short passes. We try to move the ball down

GOLF
Friday-Sunday 9/10-12
Carpet Capital Classic
All Day
Dalton, Ga.
Sunday-Tuesday 9/26-28
Ping Preview
All Day
Still water, Okla.

Blue Hose to visit Tiger Town
Boys of the gridiron look to improve to 2-0 before entering rougher schedule.
RYAN DONNELLY
STAFF WRITER

In the ultra-competitive, win-or-losea-shot-at-a-top bowl-game venue that
is today's college football, there always
seem to be early season matchups that
come to define an entire season.
Make no mistake - that game will not
be this week's bout against Presbyterian
College.
However, that game will most likely
be next week's matchup against No. 22
Auburn Tigers, whom ESPN analyst
Kirk Herbstreit recendy listed as a team
"under the radar that could challenge for
the national championship." This makes
the Presbyterian game a very important
tune-up.
The Blue Hose should pose no problems to the undefeated Tigers. Presbyterian is riding a 15-game losing streak and
is very young and inexperienced on both
sides of the ball. They have an offense
that struggles to move the ball behind a
poor offensive line and a defense that last
week made Wake Forest starting quarterback Ted Stachitas look like a young Tim
Tebow (interestingly enough, Stachitas
wasTebow's backup in high school).
see PREVIEW page C6

Experienced defensive line looks to lead the Tigers to a dominant win against the visiting Blue Hose this Saturday.
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"New Storm" duo each eclipse 100 yards and find end zone in 35-10 victory.
AUSTIN FINLEY
STAFF WRITER

Clemson's season-opening 35-10 win over North
Texas gave fans reasons to be both excited and concerned. The Tigers were able to showcase their offensive talent, particularly in the ground game, as Tiger
running backs combined to rush for 246 yards. Unfortunately, the lack of experience on Clemson's defense was clearly evident as the Mean Green of North
Texas gained 462 yards of total offense and held the
ball for an amazing 41 minutes and 52 seconds.
"North Texas played us tough throughout the
game," Clemson head coach Dabo Swinney said.
"They hung in there and gave us a challenge. We
had a lot of unknowns about them coming into the
game, but our veteran guys made a lot of adjustments. The best thing about the game is that it's over.
At the end of the day, all that matters is the score, and
they had only 10 compared to our 35."
Redshirt sophomore Andre Ellington and junior
tailback Jamie Harper spearheaded the Tigers' rushing attack. Ellington had 12 carries for 102 yards and
two scores, while Harper carried the ball nine times
for 102 yards and a touchdown. Harper also had a
receiving touchdown. Clemson had two backs rush
for at least 100 yards for the first time since the 2007
Maryland game, when C.J. Spiller and James Davis
accomplished the feat.
"Both guys went over 100 yards, which was
great," Swinney said. "I wouldn't trade those two for
any other guys in the nation. If we can establish and
keep a good running offense throughout the season,
we can have an effective offense."
Clemson's rushing attack was much more successful than the passing game, although quarterback Kyle
Parker did throw two touchdown passes, including a
70-yard bomb late in the first half. Parker had trouble
finding open targets for most of the game, as Clemson's inexperience at wide receiver reared its ugly
head. The redshirt sophomore quarterback finished
the game, completing nine of 17 passes for 170 yards
with an interception and two touchdowns.
Following the game, Parker lamented Clemson's inconsistency on offense. "We have a lot of
talented players. The biggest thing is that we need
to become more consistent," Parker said. "Now
that we've played the first game, we're going to be
able to go into the rest of the games really knowing what we have.
There are a lot of things we can get better at, and
we're going to have to get better. Today was a day to
build our confidence for the rest of the season. "The
North Texas offense was led by junior running back
Lance Dunbar, who gashed the Tiger defense for 96
yards in the first half alone.
But the Tigers made the correct halftime adjustments and limited the Mean Green's ball carrier to
only 20 yards in the second half.
"They have some players that can play anywhere

in the country," Clemson defensive coordinator
touchdown with 2:31 remaining in the third.
only 10 points.
Kevin Steele said. "That quarterback could play for
The Clemson defense let up a bit on the next posBecause Clemson was up 35-10 with only 6:29
just about anybody else we play, and that running
session, allowing a 72-yard drive before ultimately
remaining in the game, Dabo elected to send in the
back can play for anybody. But we had a lot of missed
holding the Mean Green to a field goal. Followsecond string offense and give them a taste of real
tackles. The good thing is that is correctable, and we
ing another promising return by Gilchrist, the Tigame action. Highly-recruited redshirt freshman
will correct that this week."
gers opened the next drive near midfield. Clemson
quarterback Tajh Boyd looked flustered in his first
The Tigers started the game off strong, scoring
capitalized with a seven-play, 51-yard drive. Jamie
game as a Tiger, completing one of four passes for
on a 60-yard Andre Ellington run just 16 seconds
Harper scored the last touchdown of the game for
seven yards. Fellow redshirt freshman Roderick Mcinto the contest. The offense then proceeded to go
the Tigers when he ran over a North Texas defender
Dowell also received limited action at the end of the
into hibernation for most of the first half. The Tiwhile crossing the goal line.
game, carrying the ball twice for a total of five yards.
gers wouldn't score again until the 2:50 mark in the
North Texas' next drive started with promise but
North Texas returns home for a game this week
second quarter. In the 27 minutes of game time that
ultimately ended with another interception. After
against Rice. Clemson hopes to continue its winning
passed in between the Tigers' first two scores, the
driving deep into Clemson territory, Byron Maxwell
ways this Saturday against one of Division Is newest
Clemson offense was only able to muster 31 yards
intercepted Nathan Tune's pass for a touchback, enteams, Presbyterian College. Clemson's game against
and two first downs. During the same stretch of suring that North Texas would end the game with
PC will kick off at 3:30 p.m. this Saturday.
time, North Texas gained 117 yards and picked up
nine first downs. The Clemson defense looked confused on many plays during this period but stepped
up when they needed to and ended four North Texas
drives on punts.
The first two kicks by Clemson punter Dawson
Zimmerman were average, but his third punt went
for 79 yards, making it the second-longest kick in
Clemson history. Zimmerman finished the game
with six punts and a 51.5-yard average, earning National Punter of the Week honors.
After the two teams punted back and forth for
most of the first half, the Tiger offense finally came
back to life with just under three minutes remaining
in the second quarter. Kyle Parker completed a 70yard pass to Brandon Clear, giving the redshirt junior
his first career touchdown.
While trailing 14-0, the Mean Green responded
with a six-play, 66-yard drive capped off by a 13-yard
pass from Nathan Tune to Darius Carey for North
Texas' first score of the season. Tune finished the
game with 240 yards, going 19-29 with two interceptions.
Following an excessive celebration penalty by
North Texas and an excellent return by Marcus Gilchrist, the Tigers started their next drive at the North
Texas 49-yard line. Clemson's offense continued
its renaissance with a three-play, 49-yard drive that
culminated in an eight-yard pass from Kyle Parker
to Jamie Harper for the Tigers' third touchdown.
Clemson went into the locker room at halftime with
a 21-7 lead.
The Tiger defense came out of the locker room
looking much-improved in the second half. North
Texas' first drive went for only six yards. After a
Clemson three-and-out, North Texas' second drive
was halted by a Coty Sensabaugh interception at the
six-yard line. Following the turnover, Clemson drove
90 yards down the field to the North Texas four-yard
line. A throw by Kyle Parker on third-and-goal resulted in an interception. North Texas squandered
the turnover with another three-and-out, giving
Clemson the ball back with great field position. The
Tigers capitalized with a four-play, 48-yard drive
Top: Sophomore tailback Andre Ellington carried the ball for 102 yards, including a 60-yard scamper
capped off by a 14-yard Andre Ellington run for a
tor a TD against the Mean Green. Bottom: Roderick McDowell evades a tackier for a gain.
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MEET YOUR TIGERS
Iger's Becca Carter sits down with
nge Bash MVP Sandra Adeleye
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year are yo
SA: I am the startlng^niddle blocker/hitter and a
sophomore from Houston (Katy), Texas.
BC: When did you first find volleyball to be your
niche?
SA: Well, basketball was my main sport when I
was younger because my sisters played it. Actually, I didn't even like volleyball until seventh grade. My friend wanted me to do a volleyball camp with her, and I did. I absolutely
loved volleyball and gave up basketball for
the sport. So it was not until middle school
that I started playing volleyball.
BC: Are your practices more team- or individually-oriented?
SA: We usually do drills and work on our individual goals and strengths. Afterwards, we
have conditioning with our strength coach,
"D-Love" or Dennis Love.
BC: How did it feel to win the "Athlete of the
Week" and MVP of the Big Orange Bash
Tournament this weekend?
SA: I called my mom right away and was so excited!
BC: You just came off a big win over College of
Charleston and a three-game win over rival
South Carolina, making your record a perfect 6-0 for the season (best start since 1999).
What is your biggest challenge approaching?
SA: We are playing in the Spartan Invitational
this weekend. Last year we lost in a really
close five-game set to Michigan State. We
don't want to lose to them again. I am really
excited about this game, as it is going to be
a great match and test for us. Also, our ACC
opener is to Georgia Tech in a few weeks. We
lost to them both times last year, and we are
goin^^^ccm ourselves and win. Duke is
ICC challenge for us

BC: So what are some personal goals to improve
your game this season?
SA: I really am focusing on becoming a better
blocker. And as far as stats go, I want to show
improvement over last year.
BC: You had your career high of nine blocks versus College of Charleston this past weekend.
Do you feel as if that is your main contribution and strength on the team?
SA: I personally feel like my biggest strength is
hitting. ,
BC: What has been your career high in kills since
your debut season last year?
SA: My highest in kills has been in the low 20s,
but I am always pleased with anything I can
get in the double digits.
BC: Switching gears, what are some of the goals
for the volleyball team in the 2010 season?
SA: We are really close this year. We have great
chemistry. We are focused on one goal and
one goal only: to the win the ACC.
BC: What do you feel are some strengths your team
exemplifies?
SA: We are full of energy and enthusiasm. Whenever
we go somewhere together, we create a positive,
upbeat and explosive atmosphere.
BC: Is there anything you feel like your team has it
proved on from last year?
SA: We have already improved
last year. I really can't diinkl
needs overall improvement.
BG Sounds like you are leading your
a fantastic season. What are your p »st-<
plans?
SA: I hope to still play volleyball, of cours , But I am
an English major and would love tc do sports
journalism or broadcasting since I alt ady know
so much about the game of volleyball

«„ «n the Clemson
team,
including
stats,
ForlSS^rmafo,^,«thC.
emson 1Women's Volleyball
^^
^
^ ^ schedules,
^^ ^
results, b.ograph.es and exclusive pn

vww.clemsontigere.crtv.com
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passing by a former walk-on making his
first career start. The Mean Green also put
up nearly 200 rushing yards as a team.
Clemsons linebackers were the big
question mark on defense heading into
the season, and they didn't do much to
answer the question. Missed assignments
and missed tackles allowed North Texas to
sustain many more drives than Clemson
would have liked. The Tigers only had
two linebackers in for most of the game, as
North Texas' offensive approach was better-combated with a nickel package. So,
perhaps they will have more success when
they can actually put their 4-3 defense out
there. Brandon Maye's return will give the
Tigers more depth and experience at this
position as well.
While the defensive line played pretty
well, the secondary appeared to struggle.
They grabbed two interceptions, but they
were ones that stopped drives that had
been able to progress thanks to the 269
passing yards the Tigers allowed. There is
too much experience in the Clemson secondary to allow a team like North Texas to
gain that kind of yardage through the air.
We expected the passing game to be a
work in progress, and it proved to be just
that on Saturday. We did see flashes from
some of the newer receivers, including a
70-yard touchdown catch by Brandon
Clear and a shifty play made by freshman
DeAndre Hopkins. We also saw miscommunications and dropped balls. Kyle
Parker only attempted 17 passes, so we
didn't get a great assessment of how this
phase of the offense is progressing. But I
don't think any fan could say all of their
concerns were eased by Saturday's performance. My biggest issues, however, still lie
with the defense.
Clemson plays Presbyterian College
on Saturday, and the Blue Hose shouldn't
provide much of a challenge for the Tigers. Clemson can't use this as an excuse to
slack off, though, as they still have much
to prove to their fans and the nation. If
Clemson fans have to see another game
fraught with blown plays and a lack of
enthusiasm, they may lose hope for this
team before they even head to Auburn.
The defensive performance against
North Texas was unimpressive enough,
but allowing Presbyterian, a FCS opponent who went winless a season ago, to
move the ball up and down the field in
similar fashion would be disheartening to
say the least.
And it certainly won't fly against Auburn. Last week, Auburn scored 52 points
and put up over 600 yards of total offense
against Arkansas State. Transfer quarterback Cam Newton put on a two-dimensional show, throwing for 186 yards and
three touchdowns and rushing for 171
yards and two touchdowns.
Sure, it was against Arkansas State, but
anybody who knows about Clemsons
problems with mobile quarterbacks just
got a little queasy when they read those
stats. Heck, the Tigers even managed to
make North Texas' Nathan Tune look
like a runner at times. Imagine what the
athletic Newton would do if he saw those
kinds of gaping holes emerging in the
middle of the Clemson defense.
The Tigers will also have to worry
about Auburn freshman running back
Michael Dyer, who rushed for 95 yards
and a touchdown in last week's game.
Clemson tends to have all kinds of trouble
when they have to stop two capable runners.
It's not that I don't have confidence
that the Clemson defense can learn from
last Saturday and improve, because I do.
I just have to see it happen. You can't just
assume things will get better, and while it
seems pessimistic to dwell on the negatives, it's unavoidable if you want the team
to have a successful season.
Clemson fans hear all the time about
the potential of their players, and it's great
to have talented players with potential,
but it means nothing unless it shows up
on game day.
Hopefully we can chalk this year's first
game up to less important factors and will
see a more inspired effort this week. That
would have Tiger Nation much more optimistic about their team's chances against
Auburn.
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INTRAMURAL from page Cl
seconds left to tie the game, later
converting the extra point for the
win. Boom Shocka Locka is currently in the process of defending
their title at the Palmetto Cup as
of this week.
According to Director of Intramurals April Flint, approximately 5,000 Clemson students
participate in intramural sports
every year. This represents well
over one-quarter of the student
population, which was recently
estimated at 19,000, including
graduate students. With a program that includes 21 sports and
nearly 100 officials, a lot of planning has to go into making sure
everything goes smoothly and
continues to improve.
Maddie Blair is one of 13 intramural supervisors who meet
every Friday to plan the week
ahead, address problems, improve officiating procedures and
brainstorm new ideas.
"We're always looking to add
new sports, expand leagues and
add special events," Blair said. To
expand on this, April Flint said,
"We are looking to implement
more special events over the next
few years, such as all-star events,
table tennis and racquetball tournaments, as well as other events
collaborating
with
different
groups on campus."
Whether it is reliving a childhood favorite like kickball or
looking for a medium between
club and purely recreational tennis, more sports are always in the
works.
In addition to the weekly
meetings, supervisors go to regional clinics and conferences
to collaborate ideas. Blair even
attended an annual clinic to discuss intramural programs with

Intramural Team of the Week: Boom Shocka Locka. Members include Clay Dewberry, Aaron Garcia, William Bourne,
Michael Woreoo, Ryan Pringle, David Lott, Michael Felak, Andrew Klas, Anthony Cook, Jaime Shipman and Kevin Adam.
universities across the southeast in
Athens, Ga., last weekend.
The biggest issue facing the intramural department is not an uncommon one to hear on a college campus: a lack of space that cannot keep
up with a growing population. "We
only have the fields by the [football]
stadium and in front of Fike," Blair
said.
"Obviously we can't use the official athletic fields. We can't use the
club sports fields because they are
always practicing, and university
policy prevents us from using Bowman. We can't ask students, especially freshmen who don't have cars, to
drive off-campus to play."
This lack of space leads to some
compact scheduling that can be
easily thrown off due to inclement

PREVIEW frontpage Cl
Though Clemson will undoubtedly be favored
by a large margin over the Blue Hose, Coach Dabo
Swinney maintains it is important not to look past
anyone, using Ole Miss's inexcusable loss to Jacksonville State last week as a reference point. "Them
boys at Oxford didn't think they would get beat,"
he said during a press conference Saturday. "They're
sitting there today sick. I don't know who Ole Miss
plays next week, but if you're looking ahead, you're
setting yourself up for a big fall."
The Tigers did look impressive at times en route
to an Opening Day 35-10 win over North Texas,
but there is certainly room for improvement. The
defense allowed the Mean Green to rack up 462
yards of offense while maintaining possession for
nearly 42 minutes. Despite this, Swinney remains
positive. "It was the first game, and we just didn't
play well in some spots," he said. "They did a good
job. Let's give them some credit. We did have six
sacks. We did have 13 tackles for loss. I know
nobody wants to talk about something positive.
That's top five in the country."
Offensively, the "New Storm" combination of
Andre Ellington and Jamie Harper was every bit as
good as advertised. The speedy Ellington finished
with 12 carries for 122 yards and two scores, including a 60-yarder on the second play from scrimmage. The bruising Harper finished with nine carries for 102 yards and two total touchdowns. Those
numbers should help ease the minds of those still
suffering from a C.J. Spiller hangover.
The success of Ellington and Harper was due
in large part to a dominant performance from the
offensive line, which showed no signs of weakness
after losing their leader last year in guard Thomas
Austin (currendy an NFL free agent).
Despite the dominant performance, senior left
tackle Chris Hairston is staying humble, claiming
that having both backs top the century mark was
"no big deal." Hairston may be humble, but the expectations for him this year are not. He is a strong
candidate to win the ACC Jacobs Blocking Trophy
in 2010.
Hairston will be in charge of protecting the
blind side of quarterback Kyle Parker this year,
who on Saturday played a game described by
Coach Swinney as "just okay." Parker went 9-17
for 170 yards, two touchdowns and an interception in the opener. "He missed one throw that was

weather. Anybody who was here
last year might have noticed the
abundance of torrential downpours
in the fall. Because the main intramural football field doubles as an
IPTAY parking lot on Saturdays,
sometimes it looks less like a football field and more like World War I
no-man's-land come Monday. Entire
seasons were essentially wiped out
due to the unplayable conditions.
One of the new features this year
is eliminating the captains' meeting
that required their attendance.
The staff has also provided an email option that only required an
electronic signature to document
the team captains' responsibilities.
"We also are looking for better ways
to communicate with participants
overall. We currently have a Face-

off-target. The interception was poor. He knows it. He
got greedy, and the defense did a good job of baiting
him there. We have to come away with points right
there. That was probably the biggest mistake he made,
but he did fine." After a stellar freshman campaign and
dark-horse Heisman Trophy mentions this summer,
a nice bounce-back performance should be expected
from Parker this week.
As for Presbyterian, they rely heavily on their workhorse tailback, much like North Texas. After yielding
116 yards on 23 carries to Lance Dunbar of the Mean
Green, the defense will be challenged by Blue Hose
senior tailback Trandon Dendy this weekend. Though
Dendy only finished with 49 yards on 16 carries last
week, he should not be overlooked. Dendy had to
evade one or two players just to get back to the line of
scrimmage on many carries. As Swinney noted, "the
little running back they've got is a good, tough runner
that has some balance to him."
Facing two tough runners like Dunbar and Dendy
to start the season should help the defense prepare
for Auburn in the coming week. Auburn features a
three-headed monster of top quality rushing ability
with their new star quarterback Cameron Newton,
freshman feature back Michael Dyer and sophomore

book group, Clemson Intramurals,
and are looking for other ways we
can reach all participants, not just
captains," Flint said.
If you are interested in getting involved with the intramural program
outside of just playing, officials are
hired before every semester.
Blair, who started out as a referee,
strongly recommends doing so to
help prepare you for the real world.
"For me to be able to go out onto a
field of only guys and referee a football game, that takes a lot of respect
I have to earn.
You have to take control of your
surroundings and gain the respect of
your peers if you want to succeed.
That skill is so crucial if you want
to do anything with human/public
relations."

change-of-pace back Onterio McCalebb. In a week
one matchup against Arkansas State, Newton carried
the ball 15 times for 171 yards and two scores to accompany his three passing touchdowns. This included
a 71-yard scamper just before halftime. In his first start
at tailback, Dyer carried the ball 14 times for 95 yards
and a score, and McCalebb chipped in with nine carries for 76 yards.
Though it is always tough not to look past a seemingly weak opponent, the players and coaches have
remained focused on facing Presbyterian and getting
better every day. "We're getting ready for the Blue
Hose," Swinney said, "The focus is on us. It's about
improvement and focusing on mistakes and keeping
on keeping on."
But it wasn't all serious as Swinney left the press conference.
"I'm disappointed in you all, because nobody asked
what a Blue Hose was. It's Braveheart. It's the Scottish
warriors coming over the hills. They all pull up their
Blue Hose before they go to war," Swinney said.
Here's to hoping that we're not in for a Braveheartlike upset this weekend.
And here's to hoping that Mel Gibson doesn't show
up, for everyone's sake.

The Clemson defensive unit sacked Mean Green quarterback Nathan Tune six times and made 13 tackles
for a loss during Saturday's season opener.
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To be honest, I was a bit confused
when I entered the "Touch,
Texts,
and
Topographies"
Exhibit featuring the work of
Janet Williams. At first glance,
I simply saw what appeared to be big, chunky
sculptures. They didn't even really resemble
books to me. However, once I began to walk
around and explore, my viewpoint deepened.
When observing more of the art she had
created, I began to think about what she may
be trying to evoke in viewers. Her works made
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me think about how I classify a book
as a book. What makes a book distinct
from other things? Did her ceramic
recreations of books constitute themselves
as true books, or were they mere imitations?
I also found myself considering the
theme of time with books. In this day
and age, when technology is hogging the
limelight and demanding our attention,
are books being forgotten? Can they still
remain vital and living even as our culture
continues to become more and more
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virtually engrossed? Essentially, the two themes
of "What makes a book a book?" and "Will
books continue to exist as time passes?" were
most of what I thought of. I was intrigued by
the models' simplicity yet also by the difficulty
that it takes to cream them. This was reflected in
how the models she made of books could evoke
such profound and not-so-simple questions.
While looking around, one part of her
exhibit stood out to me most. It was a model
of what appeared to be a "typing press" full
of keys made of ceramic, concrete and other
materials to form words and sentences. It was

amazing to me that she would take the time to
recreate this image. It also made me question
how the different pieces of material could be
distinguished as certain letters. What set them
apart from the others? I thought that piece
to be her most original part of the collection.
Overall, I was very impressed with Ms.
Williams' exhibit and the works she had created.
I am glad Clemson could host such an interesting
person's creations. She has many important
ideas about the use and relevance of books
in our culture — she just expresses them in a
manner that is most unheard of and fascinating.

The Smokin' Pte
and side dishes but a deliciously
unique taste to all of their food.
I tried the pork plate with sides of
baked beans and sweet potato crunch
(all for around $8). The barbecue was
extremely smoky and tender, and the
way they chopped up the meat in
bigger, fork-friendly pieces made it
a very pleasant barbecue experience.
The table had bottles of three
sauces:
vinegar-

A

typical
Southern
fall should include
three main things:
pretty leaves, college
football and good
barbecue. While the first is coming
up soon, and the second just started
this weekend, The Smokin' Pig in
Pendleton has got the third on lock.
When
people
recommended

going

Starts at 11 p.m.
FREE

Iron Man 2
McKissick Theater

Starts at 8:00 p.m.
FREE

Located at:
6630 US 76 North HWY
Pendleton, SC
864-787-7827
Baby Wants Candy
Brooks Center

Doors open 7:15 p.m.
Starts at 8:00 p.m.
FREE

FRIDAY

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

concoction was unlike any other
I'd tasted. I have no idea what
the exact ingredients were, but
whatever they are, they add up
into the most perfect formula for
a sweet potato dish I've ever tried.
So if you want to have a
new barbecue experience (along
with some of the best sweet
potatoes EVER), then I highly
recommend The Smokin'
Pig
to
quench
cravings!
your

The Smokin' Pig
Open Thursday-Saturday
11:00 a.m. -8:30 p.m.

The Smokin' Pig, I wasn't too
excited because I figured it was just
another barbecue place. But then I
went and experienced the barbecue
from this, little red building located
on Highway 76 by La France.
Featuring a menu including
chicken, pork and brisket to top
with your sauce choice, there's
a typical variety of barbecue

Simplified in Concert
356 Sushi Restaurant

WHAT'S

based, mustard-based, and the typical
sweet barbecue sauce. While all three
were fabulous (even though I'm usually
not a vinegar or mustard fan), I stuck
with the traditional red barbecue sauce.
The baked beans were tasty and
as well, but the best side dish I've
ever had in any barbecue place is The
Smokin' Pig's sweet potato crunch.
Light and fluffy, this sweet potato

SEPTEMBER

Jon Faddis Quartet
Brooks Center

8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
$10 Students
$20 Adults

V

i

Tiger's Leadership
Bookclub
Hendrix Center
Meeting Room A
8:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
FREE

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER
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I'm Having Fun Now," the debut
album from Jenny Lewis' 'Jenny and
Johnny' project, moves in a slightly
different direction than any of her
solo work or her Rilo Kiley output.
Written, recorded and produced with her boyfriend
Johnathan Rice in their California home, the songs
have a distinct sunny feel to them, often characterized
by jangly guitar and lush vocal production. However,
the songs often get lost in the production, and most
songs don't show much chemistry between the two.
Vocal duties are shared between Rice and Lewis
throughout the album, with one singer taking the lead
and the other harmonizing, but the songs with Lewis
lead simply

"Scissor Runner," but most of the songs end up either
hindered by Rice's vocals or lost in a mid-tempo
sludge of girl-group style harmonies from Lewis.
Despite these shortcomings, there are certainly
highlights on the album. Lewis' dark lyrics are as
sharp as ever, and in the songs where only one
of them takes the spotlight, like Lewis's "Big
Wave" and Rice's "Animal," the pair don't sound
like they're being forced to work together,
and their individual performances le
more of an impression than any of their
joint efforts. Lewis' 2008 album "Acid
Tongue" was an excellent collaboration with
Rice, but on this record, they sound like they're
constricting each other. Between their past work
and the highlights from this album, it's undeniable
that the pair work well together, but only when
Lewis takes the lead and Rice plays a supporting role.

e all know Clemson girls are the best in the world. However, while orange and purple
are essentials in Tiger Town, you won't find the color combination in too many other
places. There is still hope for the Clemson faithful though, and while orange and
purple may not be the most sought-after color combination, a little ingenuity is never
out of style. Here are the top five ways to rock the colors that shake the Southland.
Orange Ribbon
A few orange ribbons of various lengths can go a long way. Try a short ribbon to wrap a bow around
a ponytail, or tie a longer ribbon around your hair as a head band. Throw on a purple shirt and you're
good to go. Yet another option would be purchasing an even longer ribbon. Put on your favorite
purple or white dress and tie the ribbon around your waist into a bow. The options are endless!
2.

Nail Polish
Just think of your fingernails as an extension of your outfit. While donning nails with
alternating colors may be a thing of the past, purple nails with an orange shirt is totally in. Or,
if you're feeling brave, try orange fingernail polish. You can never show too much Tiger Pride.

3.

Orange/Purple Jewelry
Maybe you don't have an orange and purple dress to wear to the upcoming football game - have no
fear! Downtown Clemson is loaded with shops full of orange and purple jewelry. Even department
stores are sure to carry jewelry in at least one of the colors. You may leave the store with a lighter
wallet but with a few pieces of staple jewelry you can instantly change the appearance of any outfit.

4.

Purple Purse
A handbag of the right shade of purple can be very versatile. You can purchase one now,
and it would easily transition into a winter bag when the weather starts to cool. Once
again, just throw on your favorite orange shirt, grab your purple bag and head out the door!

Mountain lakes perfect for
swimming before it gets too cold!

Lake Hartwell: Well, this is an obvious one. It's close
to campus and is a quick and easy alternative to
class on Friday afternoons.
Lake Chau-Ram: This lake is in Oconee County,
and in addition to its beautiful lake, the area
features hiking, camping and picnic sites. For
those with canoes or kayaks, there are rapids
close by as well as peaceful sections for leisurely
floating. Considered one of Oconee County's
best-kept secrets, Chau-Ram is worth a try.
Lake Keowee: Although originally constructed
for Duke Power Company, Lake Keowee is similar
to Lake Hartwell but a little bit closer (and has
clearer water). Keowee is great for boating and
swimming, so hit up your friends with speedboat
connections.
Saluda Lake: This lake is smaller than the others,
but it is good for fishing and a nice place to
relax. Located between Greenville county and
Pickens county, it impounds the Saluda River and
actually provides drinking water for Pickens.
Lake Jocassee: Located in Devils Fork State Park,
this man-made lake is not too far but perfect for
a getaway lake day. If you want deep, clear
water and a mountain feel, Jocassee is a great
place for a day trip, but it also has campgrounds
for the weaklings (with bathrooms and electric
outlets) and the true outdoors-people (remote
sites accessible only via boat).

5. Scarves
Scarves are in! Once again, downtown Clemson offers a plethora of orange or purple
scarves to be worn in both winter and summertime. Or, if you're out with the girls,
try any department store. They are sure to carry one of this season's hottest staples.
These are just a few of the many options out there. After all, Clemson girls are some
of the smartest in the country, so just putting a little thought into an outfit can go a
long way. Never be afraid to try something new in an attempt to support the Tigers!

VOTED BEST FRIED CHICKEN

TKe Steak l(ouse Cafeteria
316 East Main Street, Walhalla, SC 29691
864-638-3311
www.thesteakhousecafeteria.com
Voted *Best of BesT Fried Chicken
Bring in this ad for a 10% discountl
(max discount per visft &10)
Offer expires May 2011

ft Candmark with home-cooking since 1941
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Aries

i

Libra
Shoot for the stars in your astronomy
class this week and actually do your
homework.

May21 -June21

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Your avatar on Second Life will turn
against you. Watch out.

18

28

E!

Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

^ Your mom goes to college.

Virgo

■

54

Steer clear from the tropical explosion
Gushers flavor.

9

9

2

33

1
1
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II

37

38

61

62

63

48

52
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66
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20.
22.
24.
26.
27.
30.
31.
32.
35.
39.

36

■

42

50

72. Toboggans

Dormant
Leverage
Back of the neck
Pressure release valve
Haunting image
Consent to
River barrier
Assistant
Groups of related items
Have reality

1

"
.
i
c
3

j

"
40.
43.
44.
46.
47.
49.
51.
53.
57.
58.

Birds, for example
Affirmative
Sled-dog command
Bother
Arctic pullover
Exercise
Foodstuff
Admittances
Flows, as a river does
Prose

Down
1. Festive occasion
2. Second cervical vertebra
3. Pare
4. Heart
5. Vast grass-covered plain
6. Costal opening
7. Speech mannerism
8. Sour
9. Secondhand shop
10. Final phases
11. Audibly
12. Sound o'sleep
13. More lucid
21. Ingested
23. Understand
25. Rub out
27. Thump
28. Inca home land
29. Festive nights
33. Belonging to that
34. Discourage
36. British nobleman
37. Little one
38. Oceans
41. Fencing participants
42. Back support
45. Lunged
48. Choose not do
50. Mister
52. Coercion
53. Noteworthy time period
54. Flickering stars
55. Irritate
56. Calyx portion
59. Bargain
61. Long ago
62. Urge on
63. Converts hide into leather
66. Ruminant chew

treakfast Sandwic'
Yield: 4 Servings
Ingredients:
1 (10.75 oz) can condensed cream of chicken soup
1 (10.75 oz) can milk
8 strips Canadian-style bacon

4
1

4

5
6

2

2

2
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2

2

3
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8 eggs
4 English muffins, split and toasted

1 .Split English muffins in half and toast; set aside. In a small saucepan, heat soup and milk
over low heat.
2. Place Canadian bacon in a large, deep skillet. Cook over medium-high heat until
evenly brown. Set aside and keep warm. Add eggs to skillet and cook as desired.
3. Place English muffin halves on serving plates. Top with Canadian bacon and then eggs.
4. Spoon warm soup over eggs.

9

4
8

13

K You will be sorely missed at the job
^ you have most recently quit.

Kjffi
2

1

"

59

Across
1. Yawn
5. From the sun
10. Impudence
14. Lays off or fires
15. An instant
16. Arm bone
17. Fabrications
18. Lightens up
19. Highest point

m

Feb. 20 - March 20

12

73. Openwork fabrics

■<•

55

64

&

11

23

41

45

68

Pisces

R

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

II

58

Parking Services will be surprisingly in
^ your favor. You should park wherever
you want, whenever you want.

.

8

■
"

■ 49

53

7

"
.

29

If you are ever in need of freedom, just
look for the northern star.

July 23 - Aug. 23

6

21

71

Leo

6

17

44

Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Keep an eye out for classifieds this week
y - you never know when your dream pet
will show up.

3

15

Capricorn

June 22 - July 22

60. Witty reply
64. Ellipse like
65. Typewriter key
67. Small buffalo
68. Instance
69. Ankle bone
70. Symbol
71. Listen and consider

*

39

^ Visit a strange concert this week. It
r
may change your life.

Cancer

5

31

Stressing out about school is so
overrated. Stress out about which flavor
of ice cream you're buying this week.

Sagittarius

•

4

14

27

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Gemini

7

3

Scorpio

This will be your lucky week on
P "Jeopardy!" Make sure to watch good ol'
Alex T. and dominate.
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Justin Bieber wants you to buy all of his
albums and then tweet about them all
the time.
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Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

April 21 -May 20
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FRIAR'S TlflH
On Old Greenville Hwy (across from stadium)
(864) 624-9994

1. In which war was Operation Desert Storm?

FRIDAY

2. Which country is bordered by both the Atlantic and the
Indian Oceans?

-Pizzas

-Ribs
-Grilled Portobello Pasta

3. What is the most common blood type in humans?
4. Which soup has calf's head as its main ingredient?
5. On which street do Bert and Ernie live?
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Yeager Bombs $4.00
Jager Bombs $6.00
Jello Shots all week

$1.00

Dance all night
SATURDAY

Tailgating
SUNDAY & MONDAY

$.50 Wings

Not Hungry Yet???
Try the $7.95 All-in-One 12-inch hoagie roll stuffed with
chicken strips, onion rings, mozzarella sticks, home cut fries
and American cheese.
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SIMPLIFIED frontpage Al
After finally coming together in
2004, the band has performed with
many big names such as O.A.R. and
Blues Traveler. "Playing with these
marquee acts challenged yet motivated
us," Laster and Sheridan said. "It
was comforting to know we could
step onto the big stage and
our sound translated
well.
With
these
new
milestones
in our career

came
new
challenges
professionally
and
personally.
After all, art is a reflection of life."
Simplified
looks
forward
I performing
Clemson again.
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Band members have noticed a growing
crowd at their concerts and love
the Clemson energy that students
brought to their previous concerts.
The band will be selling their
albums "Live at the Visulite,"
"Smile" and "Elephant Sky" at their
upcoming show. For more
\ information, visit their
U Web site at http://www.
-^ \ simplifiedmusic.com/.

Band members Clee Laster (left) and Chris Sheridan (right).
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We Back the Tigers!

[INDSEY JOHNSTON

Disturbed
"Asylum"

Disturbed's new album
"Asylum"
tries to be
hardcore but misses the
mark. It sounds like an
Avenged Sevenfold album
but with softer vocals
and less grinding guitar.
The songs are fun

to rock out to at first,
but after a while all the
songs blur together and
begin to sound the same.
Although
Disturbed's
album doesn't quite reach
the hardcore mark, it
is still fun to listen to.

Interested?
Attend our next meeting
Sundays at 7 PM
Daniel 100

.,rZ4i

Philip Selway
"Familial"
Philip Selway's new
album "Familial" is a
nice chill album. Philip's
soft vocals and the low
background music make
for a soothing mix of songs
that are great for relaxing.
This album is great
for kicking back in the
afternoon while lying in

■■■
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the sun and reading a book.
An added plus is that
the lyrics are meaningful.
The songs on this album
are
peppered
with
phrases
about
family
values
and
morals.
Overall, this album
is easy listening and
pleasing
to
the
ear.
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The Dili

jTLIZABETH QREEL

What is the first word that comes to mind when you think of the word
"football"? Is it college football rivalries, school spirit, body painting, the
sea of the same two colors, that kind of thing? Well, typically the number
one word everyone thinks of and looks forward to the most is tailgating.
Tailgating is a gathering of family and friends to get pumped up before a
game. It's a time of fun, laughter, memories and team spirit! The question remains, however:
what is the recipe for the best tailgate ever? Well, here are 10 absolutely essential necessities to
having a blast at your tailgate!
1.

2.

3.

4.

Tents: That's right, if you are out tailgating in this part of the country, you are definitely
going to need a tent, preferably one with your team's name on it. It may be the most
beautiful day of the year, like the Clemson vs. North Texas game this past Saturday, but
unless you are entering a sweaty t-shirt contest, you will absolutely need a tent.
Chairs: Unless you feel like standing around for a couple hours, then you might want to
consider bringing a few chairs. It gives you the opportunity to sit back and relax with your
friends and family. Especially bring chairs if you know there are going to be children at
your tailgate, as you don't want Junior to throw a temper tantrum because he's too tired to
stand anymore.
K?
Food and beverages: In order to have an awesome tailgate, it is essential to have food and
drinks available. When it comes to beverages, bring a cooler that is plentifully stocked with
ice and everyone's favorite soft drinks. Some top favorite foods at a tailgate include chicken,
hamburgers, hotdogs, chips, dip, salsa, fruits, vegetables, coleslaw, barbeque, baked beans
and mashed potatoes. Do not be afraid to go all out and bring a grill in order to make your
famous hamburgers - it's all part of the experience!
Desserts: Every tailgate needs those decorative desserts! In order to have the best tailgate
ever, it is crucial that you have desserts with your team's logo on it. You need to have those
Clemson paw cookies or that Clemson Tiger cake. It helps to pep everyone up for
the game.

6.

Sunscreen: Nobody likes going home looking like a Gamecock fan because they're so
sunburnt. Make sure you bring at least two or three bottles of sunscreen with you, because
even if you are under the tent, you and the people at your tailgate will at some point be
walking around, especially once you are in the football stadium. There is no point in not
being prepared.
Decorations: The best part of the tailgate! You will never find a single tailgate at a football
game where there isn't an overabundance of football decorations. At a Clemson game, for
example, you will find at least one of the following: a Clemson tail hanging from the back
of a car/person, Clemson footballs, stuffed Clemson tigers, Clemson napkins, Clemson
plates, Clemson forks, knives and spoons, Clemson placemats, Clemson drink holders and
Clemson paw stickers. The best tailgates are the ones that are the most decorated and have
the most team spirit!
Trash bags: There has to be a place where you put all the trash. Make sure you bring plenty
of trash bags with you when you go tailgating, because it's always when you think you have
enough that you run out and are searching for the closest trashcan. Plus, cleaning up after
the tailgate is much easier when you have a good amount of trash bags.
Games: One word for you: football. If you bring an actual football to a football game,
you will be one of the most popular people there. People love playing football at tailgates,
it's just one of those things everyone (especially guys) has to do. Another popular game at
tailgates is baggo/cornhole. This is a game in which you have a couple bean sacks you have
to throw through a hole in a board several yards away. It's a very popular game at tailgates,
so make sure to have one handy when you decide to go.
Seat cushions: Now the tailgate is almost over and the game is about to begin. You have a
hard metal seat you now must sit on in order to watch the game. If you want to even think
about enjoying the game, you must bring a seat cushion with you. That way, when you sit
down, you no longer have to sit on that metal seat but instead this comfortable cushion.
Team spirit wear: Also called the sea of two colors, every tailgate is practically required to
have this. If you are not wearing your team's colors, then you might as well go home and
try again next time. It's a great way to show your love for your team and also helps you
connect with the other tailgaters around you. For example, if you are at a Clemson game—
and you are not wearing orange and/or purple, you are committing a sin against Clemson's
football team. It's team spirit!

